Construction of the novel conformationally-restricted peptide library for screening of peptides that control the interaction between nucleobases.
A unique conformationally-restricted peptide library was constructed using a loop structure as a structural scaffold. This library was used for the screening of the amino acid sequences that control the interaction between nucleobase triplets. The peptides have PNAs at the C-terminus as the recognition site and the random amino acid sequence at the N-terminus as the effector for the interaction between PNA and its complementary DNA triplets. From the peptide libraries constructed by the positional scanning method, the sequences that affect the interaction between PNA and complementary DNA were selected. The difference in the characteristic results by using A-T and G-C pairs was presented. This study would also give us some useful information about interaction between peptides and nucleic acids, such as relevances between these biomolecules in a prebiotic era.